Introducing a new line of **Standing Desks and Accessories**

Designer influenced, ergonomist perfected and nature inspired, these standing desks are available in several heights to accommodate a variety of workers in conference rooms or touchdown areas.

*We offer several low-cost options to add standing to your work day.*

model #D2SYZ28
Convert YOUR current desk to standing with 

**desk2stand™**

- Accommodates up to a 500 lb. desk weight
- Stacks in 2-inch increments to create heights 10”, 12”, 14” and 16”
- This height range converts standard 29” desks to 39” to 45” standing height desks
- Paintable to match all desk finishes

**Footrests**

**model #D2SF22**
- Wall saver footrest for fixed height standing desks
- 6” and 10” rails at two different depths
- Provides comfort while standing or sitting
- Depth rails adjust for 20” to 30” deep desks

**model #D2SF32**
- Flipper footrest for height adjustable standing desks
- 6” and 10” rails at two different depths
- Provides comfort while standing or sitting
- Flips out of your way while seated